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ENERGY INFLOW
NEW YEAR, NEW DESIGN

It has been quite some time since
the last newsletter. So much
happened in the last months, that
there wasn’t enough time to write it
all down. :)
Now we are back in action! This
newsletter includes reports from
the winter school in Goslar and the
workshop in April. Furthermore you
find a long list of new publications
(27!) and new reports from the scientific front.
As you may also noticed: we have a
new design! Please enjoy!
Jennifer and Meike

WINTER SCHOOL IN GOSLAR
Our second TRR 181 Winter
School took place at the Hotel
Hessenkopf in Goslar starting February 26 to March 3. More than 50 PhDs,
Postdocs and PIs faced the cold
winds and snow of the German low
mountain range Harz to collaborate
and learn about the different TRR
181 disciplines and subprojects.
The whole week was dedicated to science and networking.
Nearly all young researchers of
our project could attend the Win-

Group picture from the Winter School in Goslar

ter School, helping to foster the
communication between the TRR
locations.
The week was mainly dedicated
to the internal work done in the
project so far. We had overview
talks by the PIs from the different
subprojects as well as PI Expert
talks and short subproject talks
prepared by the PhDs and Postdoc.
Furthermore, the Early Career Scientists presented their work during a
poster session.

As we were very lucky to have a lot
of snow during the winter (!) school,
there was also time for winter sport,
as you can see in the picture gallery
on our website. Our PhD Serhat Can
from IAP Kühlungsborn took some
analog shots of the Winter School.
Just like the Harz in general, they do
have a nostalgic touch, so enjoy ;)
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COLLABORATIVE WORKSHOP ON “SCALES AND SCALING CASCADES IN
GEOPHYSICAL SYSTEMS” A FULL SUCCESS
Our fourth annual workshop on
“Scales and scaling cascades in geophysical systems” was held from
April 4-6, 2018 at “Haus des Sports”
in Hamburg, Germany.
Over 100 scientists from all
over the world gathered in
Hamburg
for
our
annual
workshop.The
topic
of
the
workshop was “Scales and scaling
cascades in geophysical systems”.
Complex processes involving cascades of scales pose ubiquitous
challenges in natural science research. Often the smallest and
largest scales are widely eparated in such processes, as .g. for
the different dynamical regimes
in atmosphere and ocean: gravity waves, small-scale turbulence
and geostrophically
balanced
flow. Interactions between the
smallest, largest, and intermediate scales connecting different
dynamical
regimes
challenge
our established theoretical or
computational tools and the
formulation of consistent models.
On our website you find some of
the presentations (with permission
given to upload) as well as some impressions from the workshop in a
picture gallery.

Impressions from the workshop
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Have you also published your work,
but cannot find it here? Please get in
touch with the project coordination.
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ATMOSPHERIC
GRAVITY
WAVES
FROM
LIDAR
OBSERVATIONS
by Marwa Almowafy, PhD T1
My name is Marwa Almowafy, I am
a PhD student in the subproject “T1:
Mesoscale energy cascades in the
lower and middle atmosphere”. I
am working on temperature perturbations in the upper stratosphere tions from both locations to availand mesosphere, between 30 and able reanalysis and satellite retriev80 km, caused by atmospheric grav- als. A step further will be to approve
ity waves. These waves are mainly the results with our highly resolvgenerated in the troposphere due ing models at IAP. My mission as a
to several processes, for exam- part of TRR181 is to develop data
ple convection and flow of air over analysis from our observations and
mountains. The waves are propa- also apply it to the output from the
gating upward carrying momentum Kühlungsborn Mechanistic Circulaand energy. Eventually this momen- tion Model (KMCM). Furthermore,
tum and energy
I plan to construct
is deposited at
“My mission is to develop time series of gravhigher altitudes.
ity wave spectra
data analysis from our
With the help of
from temperature
observations and apply
observations,
and wind data to
it to the output from the
we address the Kühlungsborn Mechanistic study the behavior
cycle of graviof power spectral
Circulation Model (KMCM)”
ty propagation
indices and comand dissipation
pare them to expecwhich is important for understand- tations from theory.
ing their role of modifying the background atmosphere.
At the Leibniz Institute for atmospheric Physics (IAP) we have a variety of observation techniques and
facilities such as balloons, sounding rockets, radars and Lidars. In
the frame work of my PhD, I am
focusing on data from Lidar observations. Our Rayleigh/Mie/Raman
(RMR) Lidar is used to study temperatures and winds in the middle atmosphere. This Lidar has the
unique capability to operate even
under full daylight. IAP is operating
several Lidars, one of them being
located in Kühlungsborn, Germany,
and another one in Andenes, Northern Norway. This allows for studying
the impact of latitudinal difference
and upper atmospheric dynamics
regarding gravity waves.
We are comparing the seasonal
variability of temperature fluctua-

REDUCING SPURIOUS
DIAPYCNAL MIXING IN
OCEAN MODELS
by Margarita Smolentseva, PhD M5
Hi everyone, my name is Margarita
and I’m a PhD student of the subproject M5 “Reducing spurious diapycnal mixing in ocean models.”

This project is about development
and analysis of algorithms leading to reducing spurious mixing in
ocean models.
Particularly my part of work is studying the newly proposed methods of
rotating the diffusive part of the advection schemes into the isoneutral
plane. I work in AWI under supervision of Sergey Danilov.
By the moment adapted to triangular meshes with vertex-based and
cell-based placement of scalar variables algorithm described by Lemarie at al. (2012) was implemented
on the sea-ice model FESOM2.0.
I started doing residual potential
energy (RPE) analysis of the implemented harmonic version of the algorithm. Also biharmonic version is
to be implemented soon. RPE analysis will be held for both versions
and also on dissorted meshes. This
analysis allows to determine spurious mixing depending on advection
schemes and meshes type.

“ My part of work is
studying the newly
proposed methods of
rotating the diffusive part
of the advection schemes
into the isoneutral plane.”
The future work includes analysis of
spurious mixing with variance decay technique (by Knut Klingbeil et
al.), analysis of regular and irregular
meshes, carrying of realistic ocean
simulations and analysis of spurious mixing under real conditions.
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